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POPl"-A TlON STRUCTl-'1E ANO SEXUAl SELECTION FOR HOST 
FIDELITY IN THE SPECIATION Of Hl.I1MINGBIRO FLOWER MITES 

ABSTRACT 

R. Ie Colwell 

Department Of ZOOlogy 
lJilverslty of Califernia. Berkeley 

Berkeley. Cal ifO'"nia 94720 

The rigid patterns of afflliatioo of hummingbird flower mites 
(Ascioae: Proctolaelaps and Rhinoseius) with their host plant species 
may be mere a result of selectloo fer mate-finding than fer food-finding. 
A simple mOdel Shows that, at low oensities, a significant fitness 
advantage due to oifferentlal mating sucCt!ss is enJ~ed by Individuals 
that preferentially seek out the host species fava-ed by prospective 
mates. Seleclicn fO'" host fide l ity by this frequercy-oepenoent mechanism 
can be Viewed as a ferm of sexual selectioo. The effects of predispersal 
mating. re lative oensity, and sex ratio alter the quantitative outccrne, but 
ret the qualitative effect. Se lectioo fer host fideli t y (ooligate (l'" learneo) 
very likely plays an impertant role in the extirctioo and speciation of 
hummingbird flower mites. Taking into account pcpulat ioo structure, 
ccn:lIUons appear favorable fer local speciatioo. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When resources do not limit populatiCl"l density, mate-finding may be 

a more impertant focus of selection than foocHinding, particularly amoog 

mobile species with highly Subdivided and ephemeral populations. In such 
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species, differential mating success--the basis of sexual selecticn--can 

sharply focus host or habitat affiUatioo. 

The effect of this phenomenon 0Cl community structure is the 

prirdpal subject of a previous paper (Colwell. 1985b), where I discussed 

the history of ideas about selecticn (CI" mate-finding in relatico to habitat 

and host fidelity. Here. I present a model that attempts to capture the 

essence arK! explore a few of the ramifications of the -host fidelity 

hypothesis: especially its implications for processes of extirction and 

speciation. 

The inspiration for this work came from my efforts to understand the 

distribution and patterns of host affiliation among hummingbird flower 

mites (Colwell, 1973, 1979, 1985a, 1985b). The flowers of ma~ species 

of hummingbird-pollinated plants are irtlabited by mites of the genera 

Rhinoselus and Proctolaelaps (Ascidae). On their hOst plants, these 

mites feed en nectar and en pollen substarces, mate, and oviposit. FrOOl 

all indicaticns, females must mate more than orce to realize their 

maximum fecundity. Males clearly mate rumerous times--especially in 

species with highly female-biased sex ratios (Wilsen and Colwell, 1981; 

Colwell, 1981, 1982). 

The mites live in small breedirYij groups, each !;100p virtually cmrined 

to a single inflorescerce, which may prcxluce flowers over a pericxl of 

days, weeks, tl" menths. However, when the infltl"escence finishes 

flowering, all irtlabitants must disperse or die, and the groop is no mtl"e. 

Meanwhile, other inflorescences, COOling newly into flower, represent 

large potential fitness gains to successful colcnists. The mites move 

between inflorescences in the nostrils of Il.Jmmingbirds. It appears that 

cmsiderable emigraticn OCOJrs during the "life" of the infltl"escence, 

followed by a mass local exodus as flowering nears an end Q1 each 

inflorescence. 
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In tr~ical lowland fcrest, typically 10-20 species of hummingbird 

flower mites coexist, each affiliated with different species of host 

plants, Most of the mite species are monophagoos--affiliated with ally a 

single host species. Moreover, as a rule, each host plant species supports 

ally cne mite species ("host mCf'q)oly"), but in several cases two mite 

species are regularly affiliated with the same host, in sympatry; in these 

cases of "host-sharing" the two mite species are invariably of different 

genera (cne Rhinoseius and cne Procto/~elDps [Colwell, I 98Sh!). 

The high incidence of monophagy and host monopoly in these mites 

carnal be fully accoonted fCK" by differential adaptation of morphological , 

behavlcnl, cr physiological features, nor by interspecific competitial 

(Colwell, I 985b). Densities often remain quite low (Colwell, 1973; Wi!Sal 

and Colwell, 1981), rarely approaching carrying capacity. The restrictial 

of "host-sharing" exclusively to n::n-cmgeners might seem to suggest 

within-host resoorce partitlooing In these pairs of species, yet we can 

find ro evidence fcr partitiooing, and CCflSiderable evidence against it 

(Colwell, 19850). 

I suggest that sexual selectial (differential mating success) may be 

largely respcns ib le fcr the evolutioo of host plant fidelity and monophagy 

among I"Klmmingbird flower mites: individual mites that disembark from 

birds at the "OO""rect" host plant find mcre mates. Thus affiliatioo with a 

particular host plant species bectmes focused by frequency dependent 

selection--a special case of Fisher's "runaway process" of sexual 

selectial (Fisher, 1958: Lande, 1980: Kirkpatrick, 1982: Arnold, 1983). 

The affiliatioo of n::n-congeners with the same host may be permitted by 

differences in courtship cr mcrphology sufficient to avoid mistaken 

courtship cr mating, while the two species of the pair exploit the same 

host plant as a mate-finding cue (Colwell, I 985b). 
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Host fidelity, however it !X'iginates. perpetuates genetic isolatioo of 

populations associated with diHerent host species. If host fidelity is 

indeed an adaptatioo that promotes mating success per se, then selectioo 

(IX host-fidelity becomes self-reinf!X'cing, and may De expected to lead to 

rapid genetic isolation of errant lineages. under appr~riate circum

starces. Wtlat those circumstarce might be, f!X' hummingbird flower 

mites, and the role that sexual selection fIX host fidelity may play in the 

speciatioo of these mites will be discussed in the final section. First, 

will show by means of a simple model that the key prirciple is valid. 

II. A MODEL FOR THE EVOLUTION OF HOST FIDELITY THROUGH 
DIFFERENTIAL MATING SUCCESS 

Envision a habitat with two rx mrxe potential host plant species, all 

equally suitable frx habitation by hummingbird rtower mites, and all 

equally visited by hummingbirds. Into this habitat the model sends a 

p~lation of dispersing adults of a single species of hummingbird flower 

mite. let the density of mites in the ith host plant species after 

dispersal be nj mites per infirxesceoce. If there is no host preference 

(no host fidelity), then nj will be the same f!X' all host plant species. 

If roe of the host species is preferred, however, mite density will be 

greater In inrtIXescerces of the preferred species, and less in other 

species. The goal of the model is to estimate the compcnent of mite 

fitness due to mating success among mites, as a furction of mite density. 

Now suppose that, Mflong dispersers, pr~rxticrt m are males, and 

propa'tion (' -m) are females. Then the mean density of males per 

inflIXescerce, f!X' host species is 

(I) 

and the mean density of females 00 host species I Is 
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(2) 

Given these means, the mCKleI assumes that the oomber of male a

female mites per Infla-escerce In eadl of tne host species Is a Polssoo 

variate, with toe sexes independently distributed as a furctioo of their 

mean densities Yi and Xi . Toe pr(l>a-Uoo of inflO'"escerces that have y 

male mites or x female mites In host species I is therefore 

e-ZzZ 

pz(Z)~ --
ZI 

where z=Xj 0'" Yi, and z=x 0'" y . 

(3) 

To keep things simple. an inclex of ritness is computed separatt!dly 

fO'" eadl sex-- V fO'" females and W fO'" males. The present mOdel makes 

no attempt to ccrnbine fitness between sexes or to incorporate genetics. 

In the female submOdel, eadl female disperser is assumed to have a 

maximum potential fitness of V*, which she will realize if there is at 

least cne male in the inflorescerce where she disembarks. regardless of 

how ma", other females are present. Of course, there is actually some 

maximum oomber of females that a single male mite can fully inseminate 

(perhaps 10 to 15. allowing for several repeat matings per female). The 

error intrOduced by this assumptioo is negligible, however, because very 

few inflorescerces will have sudl an extreme sex ratio. 

If there are no males in an inflorescence, the realized fitness of a 

female who disembarks there may nonetheless take on some -baseline

value Va, resulting from predispersal mating events. If females mate 

before dispersal, but require additional matings to realize their maximum 

potential fecundity (as we believe to be true for hummingbird flower 

mites), then Vo will be greater tnan zero, bot less than V* . Thus the 

mean fitness of females in plant species i is a weighted average of the 
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fitness of females that land in zero-male inflcrescences and the fitness 

of females that land in inficnscerces with at least one male; 

V, • p,\yi)V,. [, - p,\yi»)V" . (40) 

-iii -Iii 
V = e V· , , (I-e N", (4b) 

The male submodel is mere ccmplex. The fitness gained by a male 

mite after dispersal is a ruoctlcn not just of the local density of females. 

but of the local density of ccrnpeting males as well. This local fitness 

runcti"" which I will call W{x,y), cool<1 take marlj ferms. The simplest 

is just the local !'limber of females per male 

W{x.y) = x/y, )( ~ 0, y ~ 1 . (5) 

To calculate male fitness in progelld units. this ratio would have to 

be multiplied by the mean rlImber of progerlj produced per mated female 

after dispersal. Here, hOwever, the simple sex ratio is sufficient because 

the corcern is with relative fitness of males at different mite densities. 

like females, males may arrive at an inflorescerce with a baseline 

fitness--Wo-- achieved ttTough predispersal matings. To this baseline, 

matings in the new inflorescerce cootribute additional fitness--in 

prio::iple, up to some lifetime maximum W· . In fact, as already 

mentioned for the female submodel , the rl./mber of females per male in an 

inflorescence will so rarely permit w· to De reached that W· can safely 

be ignored in the male submode1. 

Thus, mean male fitness OC\ plant species i is a weighted average of 

local male fitness in inflorescences with each combination of x females 

(x ~ 0) and y males (y ~ I ): 

~ [P.cx,lP,\yilyW(x,y)[ Ijjj . 
y" 

(6) 
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Arter substitution fer the Poisson terms aM fer W(x,y), male fitness can 

be written as 

-it _y 
~ e y, 

~ 
y~1 yl 1 

(7) 

The first 5ummatioo is just Xi, by definitioo; the sea:nd summatioo 

equals 11 - Po(Yi)]. so that WI reduces to 

(8) 

(Alternatively, the sex ratio Xi IYi can be expressed as 11 -mJ/m.) 

111. RESULTS OF THE MOOEl 

Consider, rirst, the female 5ubmooel (Eq. -1), and recall that 

predispersal female ritness Vo is assumed to be less than the maximum 

potential ritness V· -- In other wcrds, there Is some potential benefit 

from dispersal. Clearly, female fitness ircreases mcnotonlcal1y with 

Ircreasing male density iii, as the prq>ertioo of Inflerescerces with zero 

males [Po(gj)J Clecllnes. Females do well to disembark at the host 

species that males prefer. 

Likewise, In the male submoClel (Eq. 8), fer a given sex ratio (Whld1 

sets Xi liji as a constant), male fitness also ircreases mcnotooically 

with mite density, most simply parameterized by male density Yi. 
Figure I shows female fitness VI and male fitness WI as 

fUrctlOO5 of total local density nj and prq>ertlon males m. First of all, 

notice that the fitness of both males anCI females Is clearly quite 
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3 Femoles 
v, 

, , 
m· .~ 

m. ,~ 

• • , • • 
n; 

Figure I. Mean female fitness (ij) and mean male fitness (W) of 
mites disembarking from hummingbirds, as a function of mite density m 
host plant species I (n,) and as a functim of mite sex ratio (propcrUon 
males m). Fa- each sex, fitness increases with density as a coosequence 
of greater mating success. Fitness differences between mites that dIs
embark 00 host species with low mite density and those that disembark on 
host species with high mite density prcrnote self-reinfcrcing selection fa
fidelity to the most-favored host. The density oJ is the average rlJmber 
of mites per infla-escerce of host species i. Clisregan:ling mite gender. Vo 
and Wo are pre-dispersal fitnesses fer females and males, respectively. 
and V* is maximum female fitness. See the text for discussion of the 
effects of sex ratio. scaling of the cnJinate. and max imum male fitness. 

sensitive to the rtlmber of mites per inflorescence (nl) when the density 

of mites on at least one host species is fairly low. 

Po;>ulation sex ratio also aHects the fitness of both sexes, for a 

given total mite densi ty. Female fitness dec lines only slightly with 

decreasing pro;>ortion males (m), fa- a given value of nl , because zero

male Infla-escences become slightly ma-e common. The effect of sex 

ratio on female fitness diminishes as overall density increases, and all 

female fitness OJrves converge on ~. 

The net effect of increasingly female-biased sex ratios (declining m) 

on male fitness is much rna-e dramatic, and o;>p05ite in direction to the 
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effect 00 female fitness. For females. ooly the declining relative density 

of males affects fitness. For males, 00 the other hand. both the declining 

density of canpettng males and the ircreasing relative density of females 

boosts male fitness when the sex ratio is mCfe female-biased. foc a given 

overall density. 

In the figure, predispersal fitnesses Vo and Wo have both been set 

arbitrarily to .2, and the maximum fitness for females (V") has been set 

equal to the asmptotlc maximum fitness for males (Wo • [I -m]lm) for 

the case of an urt>iased sex ratio (m = .5). (Eqs. (4) and (8) are identical 

for these cCl'lditions, and, therefore, so are the curves.) 

For both sexes, the figure shows that the curves approach their 

asymptotes mCfe rapidly for unbiased sex ratios (m = .5) than for female

biased sex ratios (m < .5)--in other words, density nJ has a significant 

efrect 00 fitness across a broader range of densities for species with 

female-biased sex ratios, sudl as hummingbird flower mites (Wilsoo and 

Colwell, 1981). than for species with urtliased sex ratios. Thus remale

biased sex ratios amplify selectioo foc host fidelity. 

Finally, rote that an ircreased level of predispersal mating woold 

simply raise the intercepts CI1 the fitness axis in Figure I. without 

changing the asymptote for either sex, and thereby decrease the effect of 

postdispersal density 00 fitness. 

IV. DISCUSSION Of THE MODEL 

The use of the Poissoo distributioo in the model carries the 

assumptioo that density Is low, and that each individual mite disembark:S 

at an inflorescence of Its chosen nost species canpletely at randOOl-

wittoJl regard to the actions of other Individuals. 
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The assumpliCl'l of randcmness is in fact violated in a variety of 

ways in real p~lati()1S of hummingbird flower mites. First, humming

birds do not visit all inflorescences of a given host species with equal 

frequency (summed over the "flowering life" of the infloresceo:::e), even on 

the same individual plant (Colwell el.1I., 1974). 5erne inflorescences are 

less accessible than others, serne less defensible (for territorial 

taJmmirgbirds), serne too isolated to be energetically worthwhi Ie. 5eccn:1, 

female hummingbird flower mites tend to aggregate--at least in 

labcX'atory settings, whereas males tend to avoid ore amther 

(5. Naeem and R. Colwelt, urvubtished data). Third, reproduction within 

infloresceo:::es is rapid, amplifying initial discreparcies amrog 

inflcnscerces set up at the time of colonizatioo (Colwell. 1973). 

With the possible exception of mutual avoidarce 2lfTlcrlQ males, each 

or these violatioos of randomness has the effect of producing an 

aggregated distribution of individual mites amcn;j inflorescences. 

However, distributioos more aggregated than randern simply magnify the 

effects demcnstraled by the model--for a given overall density of mites, 

inflorescences with few or m mites, and thus few or no mates, becane 

mere frequent. 

In fact, statistical analysis of distributions frern field data foc 

several species of hummingbird flower mites frern Costa Rica (Fig. 4 in 

Cotwell, 1973) and rrern TrinidCKI, W. I. (Colwell, urvublished data), 

ccnsistently show aggregation fer both sexes, with zero-male, zero

female, and cernpletely unoccupied inflorescerces ferming a substantial 

porpertiCJl of the total (10 to "'O~). In prirciple, these aggregated 

distributicns coold be wholly the result of diHerential visitatioo by 

hummingbirds, with mites disembarking at random hummirgbird feraging 

visits, but I am quite sure that behavioral awegatioo amoog mites. and 

certainly, local pq:lulatioo growth, are involved as well (Colwell, 1973). 
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We have so far been unable to demonstrate a role for pheromones that 

promote aggregati(J"l, but they cam:lt yet be ruled 001. Field experiments 

are underway to yield quantitative estimates of the rates of immigrati(J"l, 

emigratim, and local p(llulatioo growth for the tlJmmingbird nower mite 

Procto/6elaps kirmsei in its host plant Hilme/iil p6tens in Costa Rica. 

Arother assumptioo of the model is that mites remain where they 

first disembark:. In the real wct"ld, fitness losses befalling individuals 

that land in mateless inflorescences (for both sexes) ct" mate-poor 

inflorescences (for males, especially in female-biased mite species), are 

undoobtedly mitigated to some extent by further episodes of dispersal. On 

the other hand, moonting a hummingbird, putting one's itinerary ccmpletely 

in the bird's c(J"Itrol, and disembark in;! elsewhere surely is not rislc-free, 

aM in aIlj case takes up valuable time. One of the major risks of 

disembark:ing in an alien host species, in the real world, is that the 

inflorescence is very likely to be already occupied by mites of another 

species of hummin;!bird flower mite, who may (Colwell, '98Sh) or may not 

(Colwell, 1973) be altogether hospitable, and may further waste one's 

time with mistaken mating attempts. 

The positive fitness effect of host fidelity. throogh increased mating 

success, seems certain to be stronger 00 males than 00 females in 

QUantitative terms, even thoogh the qualitative effect is quite similar for 

the two sexes (Fig. 1). In ccmmm with classical sexua lly-selected traits 

(Fisher, 1958), within-sex variance for matin;! success due to host 

fidelity is dooUess greater among males simply as a result of their higher 

reprcx'AJCtive potential. There are as yet no quantitative data for 

hummingbird flower mites, but female mites of the allied family 

Phytoseiidae have a lifetime potential fecundity of 50 to 100 eggs, 

whereas males may produce len times as ma~ progefl.:l (Amano and Chant, 

1976). 
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Moreover, the expected differerce between the sexes in the vari~n:::e 

of mZlting success is magnified by female-biased sex ratios. The matter 

is canplicated by the fZICt that primary sex r"tic in hummingbird flower 

mites is not ally female-biased. but the degree of bias varies 

systematically among species. as a furctim of breeding group size (WilsCfl 

and Colwell, 1961). The rate of male dispersal, relZltive to female 

dispersal. <!lIsa vZlries amcng species of hummingbird flower mites 

(Colwell, 1985b and ull>ublished data). Yet ZI further canplication is the 

likelihood that hummingbird rlewer mites are parahaploid (a form of 

functicnal haplodiploidy [see HOd. 1977]). My next modelling objective is 

to work these ccrnplexities into the present model, and to combine male 

and female submodels by ircorpcnting simple pq>ulaliCXl genetics. 

In summary, the host fidelity prirciple illustrated by the model 

seems qualitatively valid, in spite of diverse simplifications and vloli!ltiCfl 

of the assumptions of rNldomness. The key cmditiCfl for its applicabil ity, 

of course, is that p~ulalions be at sufficiently low density thi!lt host 

fidelity significantly increi!lses mating success. 

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR EXTINCTION AND SPECIATION 

A. Extinction 

Extensive stUdy of hummingbird flower mites in lowland wet forest 

areas of Costa Rica and Trinidad (COlwell, 1985b) strongly suggests that 

each mite species ocaJpies no more host species than necessary to 

maintain a year-round floral resource base. TtMJs, in the relatively 

aseasonal tr~ical lowland forest, each host plant species typically has 

its own species of mCOJPhagous mite. This Cfle-cn-Cfle matchup has two 

kinds of exCipUCflS. The first, mentiCfled in the introdoctiCfl, is the 
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phentmeroo of "host-sharing": in six known cases, tile species of 

Proclolilelilps and tile species of Rhinoseius oc:cupy the same host 

species. The secood class of exceptioo c:co::erns host species with 

seasooal flowering patterns. These are irtlabitated by polyphagoos 

hummingbird flower mites that oc:cupy successively flowering 1Iiternate 

hosts seasooally (sequential specialists) or have a year-roond "heme base" 

frem whidl seasooal hosts are colooized am.Jally. A detlliled accaJnt 

appears (and r0mes are named) elsewhere (Colwell, I 965b). 

Extinctioo threatens morq:lhagous mite species as well as most 

sequential specialists; all it takes is a rlowering failure of a few weeks' 

duratioo over the geographical range of a host plant. (The mites have no 

resting or "resistant" stages.) Thus morq:lhagous mites affiliated with 

host plants of limited geographical range are the most vulnerable to 

extinctioo, and very likely do go extinct frequently, 00 a geological time 

scale. We have actually documented a local "temporary extinctioo" in 

Trinidad (Colwell. I 965b); the mite Rhinoseius !Jisilcculiltus 

disllppeared for a period of foor years after a ten day flowering failure in 

its oI>ligate host plant, Costus SCil!Jer. 

Short-term r0tural selectioo is of course blind to the leng-term risk 

of extinctioo frem rare extrinsic events. Meanwhile, sexual selectioo for 

host fidelity (oc a", other trait) potentially acts in every generatioo, at 

least in a stabilizing mode. In effect, mites are constantly pushed by the 

selective force of differential mating success towards morq:lhagy, if the 

yearly resoorce base permits it. whether it is "good" roc them cr not in 

the long run. Extinctioo--Iocal oc complete--is the dleck 00 such extreme 

phenotypes, just as predatioo often defines the limits of classical 

sexually-selected characters, such as the colocs of male guppies (Endler. 

1963), which are otherwise constantly impelled by the agercy of female 

choice toward ever brighter and more ccotrasting patterns. 

,-
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8. Host Shirts 

The existence of sequential specialist mites presents a dlallenge to 

the thecry of host fidelity, as well as an ~p(J'tunity to test it. At oor 

Volcan Colima study site in Mexico, fer example, the mite Rhinoseius 

ep06CVS shifts from its fall-winter host Castilleja in/agr/folla to 

its local spring-summer host looelia laxlflora during a a"lE!-month 

period of flowering overlap, and bad:: to Castilleja again each fall. In 

Trinidad, Proctolae/3ps kirmsei occupies the host plant Hamelia 

patens in the wet season and shirts to Pa/icourea crocea in the dry 

seasCll; the two plants overlap in flowering period for a few weeks during 

the two atnIal transiti01 periods. How do these shirts in host affiliation 

oa:ur? The host fidelity model predicts that tna mites would remaIn loyal 

to the current host. whichever it is, even when flowers of the current 

host are waning in abundance while the alternate host is coming into full 

flOYier. 

We have carried oot mq -T-chamber- experiments to investigate 

prefererce fC)" varioos host and non-nost nectars and cmtrol substaoces 

fer several species of hummingbird fJOYier mites, amalQ them these two 

sequential specialists (Colwell 1985b; Heyneman. 1985). In general, mites 

prefer the nectar of their ament host plant to matched sugar solutions, 

to nectar of the host plants of other sympatric species of mites, and to 

the nectar of non-host plants pollinated by hummingbirds--presumably, 

these preferences permit the mites to identify, by olfactory means, 

flowers appropriate fer OCOJpation and mate-finding. 

The Mexican sequential specialist mite Rhinoseius epoecus was 

tested during December, when both of its host plant species are In flower, 

and are OCOJpied by mites of this species. Mites fran both host species 

significantly preferred nectar fran the host species fran which they were 

taken fer the test (Heyneman, 1985). This result begs the question of how 
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the shirt is initiated, but fulfills the expectation that host fidelity may 

shirt rapidly among sequential specialists. 

In Trinidad, P. kirmse; was tested fa" its host preference during 

the dry-season-to-wet-seasoo transitiCW1 perioo; although larger sample 

sizes would be desirable, it appears that P. kirmsei prefers its wet

season host Hamelia, just coming into flower during this transitiCW1; 

indeed, mites are sparse in the dry seasoo host Palicourea during 

transition, and relatively more canmon in the first flowers of Hamelia 

(Heyneman, 1985). The shirt from HlImel16 back to Palicoure6 has not 

yet been explored, but it is possible that mites on HlImelilJ when it nears 

the end of its flowering season may becane dense ernJgh to starve. whidl 

may relax host fidelity (Hoffman and Turelli, in press), and facilitate the 

shift to Palicourell. It may well be significant that HlImelill is the 

sole host plant of P. kirmsei elsewhere in the range of this widespread 

plant, in areas where it flowers all year (e.g., the Atlantic lowlands of 

Costa Rica). 

Although there may be seasonal genetic shirts in sequential 

specialists associated with these cyclic host shirts (generation time is 

aboot a week), aSSOCiative learning very likely plays a role--and coold in 

prirciple be sufficient. We have carried out several very-short-term 

"transplant" experiments in the field, fcrcing mites to live in (uroccupied) 

infla"escerces of sympatric host plants ncrmally OCOJpied by other mite 

species (Colwell. I98Sb. and In preparation). We carried out identical 

preference tests before and after the experiments. P. kirmsei was amOl"lg 

the species capable of significantly shifting preference to a rovel hoSt 

plant (Centropogon cornutus [= C. surtnllmens;s). 

Mites at hi!1ler latitudes and elevations (sudl as Rhinoseius 

epoecus) are virtuZllly all sequential speciZilists--by necessity. A single 

mite species may OCOJpy four ()" five seasonal hosts, but have no overlap 
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with other mites in the same habitat, ead'! of which has its own set of 

hosts spaming several plant families and crders (Colwell, 1985b). It 

seems more likely to me that host fidelity in sud1 species is based CI"I 

learning than Cfl genetic "hard-wiring," whereas monophagous species 

whose host has a wide geographic ri!lnge (making complete extinctioo of 

the mite highly unlikely) are good candidates for "hard-wired" host fidelity. 

The literature CKl adult cmjiUoning among plant-associated 

arthropods is growing (Jaenike, 1982, 1963; Prokopy et 41. 1982; 

Prokopy and Roitberg, 19M; Rauscher, 1983; but see Hoffman and Turelli, 

in press), Where densities are low, this phencmencn (where gel'lJine) may 

be primarily an adaptatioo fa- male-finding, rather than food-finding. 

C. Speciation 

The arOJai host shifts in P. kirmsei and other sequential 

specialists may well respresent, in mal'ld respects, models for incipient 

speciaticn in hummingbird rlO'Her mites. If host fidelity does indeed shift 

seascmlly throogh associative learning, gene frequercy dlanges, or a 

ctITlbinaticn of the two, the process of speciatiCl"l might very well begin in 

the same way. How mud'l isolaticn is required, and how does it occur7 

At this time In ellOluticmry history, the most likely stimulus for a 

speciaticn event is prooably the extinctiCl"l of an existing species of 

hummingbird flower mite, althoogh it is possible that "doubting up· of 

l'lCf"I-congeners Cl"I the same host species may be an ongoing process. Only 

abou t one in every two hundred mites is normally foond in the ·wrong· 

host species in the field, based on some 12,000 specimens of two dozen 

species (Colwell, 1985b). Although these errant individuals, had they not 

been collected, might well have eventually foond their way bade to their 

usual host species, these mites prooably woold not have been among the 

most successful indiviooals or their species. On the other hand, the 

.= 
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ancasta-s of aNd living species that a-iginated by colooizatioo of an 

"empty" host species were surely "mistake-makers." Heyneman (1985) has 

Shown that hummingbird flower mites tend to accept unfamiliar novel 

hosts (those rot in the focaging repertoire of their usual hummingbird 

carriers) more readily than "familiar" novel hosts. 

When Rhinoseius bisJCCU/8tuS disappeared from our rield site ;n 

Trinidad after a brief flowering failure In its host plant Costus sCJber 

(see above), within weeks the sympatric mite Procto/8el8ps cert8tor, 

a "heme base" polyphagous species, appeared in rlJmbers in the newly 

opened flowers of C. sC8ber. U"Ifortunately the interlopers were rot 

common enough to risk jeopardizing this urlJsual natural experiment by 

taking indiviooals for preference tests . However, the return of the 

"extinct" mite R. bis8CCU/8tUS four years later did rot signal a return 

to the previous pattern: at last chedc, in 1981, both species (non

coogeners) maintained a str!l1g presence In the host. 

I have treated the issue of genetic isolation of colenists en novel 

host plants in detail elsewhere (Colwell, 19850). Factors that promote 

initial isolation from the arcestral populatien, and that in combination 

may initiate local speciation include; (1) the frequency of hummingbird 

"traffic· between the old and the new host plant species, relative to 

traffic between individuals of the new host plant (Colwell, 1973, Fig. 5); 

(2) the effectiveness of rapid associative learning of the nectar chemistry 

of the novel host; (3) founder effects en morphological and behavioral 

isolating mechanisms (Kaneshiro, 1980; Templeten, 1980, this volume; 

Lande 1961; ThctTOili and Alcock, 1983; Carson, 1976, this volume); (1) 

foonder effects en genetically-specified host preference (if such a 

preferenca exists) (Parsons and Hoffman, this volume); and (5) the rate of 

local population growth relative to immigratien . 
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If these f",tc:rs together proouce a level of genetic isolatiCl'l 

sufficient to permit genetic divergence of mites CI'I the nove l host plant , 

then in the lcoger term, speciatiCl'l may be ccnsolidated by selectiCl'l fer 

host fidelity thrcugh dirrerential matirYJ SUCC1;!SS, as well as by class ical 

sexual selectiCl'l fer male mc:rphology c:r courtship behavic:r and the 

arrelated preference amcog females (TempletCl'l, 1980; lande, 198 I ; 

Colwell, 1985; CarsCl'l, 1978, this volume). AdaptatiCl'l to special local 

conditiCl1S (Futuyma and Petersen, 1985; Colwell, I 985b; ParsCl1S and 

Hoffman, this volume) may then proceed, umindered by gene flow frem the 

ancestral populatlCl'l. The existence of local sets of extremely similar 

sibling species, e3d1 affiliated with its own host plant (Colwell, I 985b), 

testifies to the possibility of local speciatiCl'l, although mere 

biogeographic data are needed fer a~ firm inference. 

The effect of host fidelity a'I ritness in low-density popullltiCl1S 

plays a two-fold role in this speciatiCl'l scenario. In arcestral 

PCJPUllltiCl1S, especially of polyphagoos oomm irgbird flower mites, 

selectiCl'l fer assoc illtive learning of host OJes mlly predispose errant 

individullis lind their offsprirYJ CI'I novel hosts to disembark fran 

hummirYJbirds at inflc:rescences of the new host species. rather than the 

ancestrlll ere. MellnWhile, r igid host fidelity in the ancestrlll popullltiCl'l 

prevents swampirYJ of the incipient species by further immigrlltiCl'l, which 

is surely very mudl smaller than local population growth (Y"\ the new host. 

I have supperted these ideas about speciation with a very general 

mooel fc:r a mechanism prOOloting genetic isolation, which in principle 

cculd apply to ma~ different kinds of habitat fidelity c:r host fidelity . My 

own familiarity with the nlItural histc:ry of hummingbird flower mites has 

prompted me to use them as a case histery ;n suppc:rt of these ideas, but 

of ccurse I hope others wi ll examine carefully the possibility that sexual 
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selectim fet" host a'" habitat fidelity may play a role in canmunity 

et"ganizatim and speciatim in other groups of a'"ganisms. 

As J have diSOJssed elsewhere in SOOle detait (Colwell. 1985). certain 

groups of flies appear to present mall:! parallels with hummingbird flower 

mites. lnl seem good QII'ljidates flY the study of the evolutim of host 

fidelity through selectim fa'" mate-finding. and its possible role in 

speciatim. These groups include certain lineages of Tephritidae (the true 

fruit flies) and of Orosq>hilidae. Certain mOl'qlhagoos Orosophl18 in the 

Neotr~ics, in fact, very likely share SOOle host plant species with 

hummingbird flower mites (Pipkin el aI., 1966). A vast radiatim of 

flower-breeding Drosophi la awaits investigation in New Guinea (see 

Otada and Carsm. 1982, and refereflC1!s therein). 
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